
Fire Sprinkler Testing 
Technical Fact Sheet

Current laws require fire hydrants, hose reels and sprinklers to be tested regularly 
to ensure they will operate effectively in the event of fire. A majority of buildings 
perform this testing on a weekly basis, however, guidelines are now in place  
to allow for monthly testing. 

To make this change, buildings need to meet the requirements of AS1851-2005 
which is the Australian Standard for maintaining fire protection systems and 
equipment in buildings1. A Practice Note – Water Saving Options Available When 
Testing Fire Safety Systems2 is available to help guide building managers through 
the system changes that need to be made to move to monthly testing. 

The previous addition AS1851-1993 specified weekly testing but it has now  
been modified to allow for monthly testing as long as specified conditions are  
met relating to valves, pumps and batteries.

The City of Melbourne is working with the Building Commission and the Plumbing 
Industry Commission to help buildings change to monthly testing to save water. 
This is being done through special arrangements being made for variation of 
occupancy permits.

Please note: AS1851-2005 can only be used for AS2118 sprinkler systems.  
Some buildings have alternative solutions or NFPA 13R systems of which this  
Fact Sheet does not apply.

Does your building have occupancy permit requirements 
about fire testing?
If your building was constructed before 1 July 1994 and has had no building work 
undertaken or a maintenance determination issued, the monthly fire testing regime 
of AS1851-2005 can be adopted without amendments to occupancy permits.

If your building was constructed, or had building work or a maintenance 
determination issued, between 1 July 1994 and 1 January 2005, it will have an 
occupancy permit or maintenance determination requiring maintenance standards 
including weekly testing of certain fire suppression equipment. 

For an occupancy permit with its inherent conditions to move to monthly testing,  
it is necessary to apply to the Municipal Building Surveyor to amend the 
conditions of the occupancy permit under Section 70 of the Building Act 1994. 

Thinking about 
changing from 

weekly to monthly 
fire testing in  

your building?

2. http://www.buildingcommission.com.au/resources/documents/BC_Practice_Notes_611.pdf



The Municipal Building Surveyor will consider occupant safety and appropriateness  
of fire safety systems when considering this amendment. 

If your building was constructed after 1 January 2005, your building may have  
already adopted the monthly testing regime for fire testing equipment. Check  
your occupancy permit, however, if your building currently requires weekly testing, 
you will need to have it amended if you are seeking to move to monthly testing  
as described above.

Is the need to amend the occupancy permit streamlined  
in the City of Melbourne? 
Yes, the City of Melbourne is piloting a system that allows for this streamlined 
approval for monthly testing of fire systems.

The approval system enables occupancy permits to be automatically amended  
as part of the building approval process  when the Building Permit is processed 
through the council.

How does this work?
To change to a monthly testing regime, it will be necessary for works to be 
undertaken on the buildings essential safety measure. These are set out in  
AS 1851-2005 and communicated in the Practice note and include:

• the main stop valve and subsidiary valves are Grade B status, monitored  
in accordance with AS2118.1.

• water supply valves, except underground key operated valves, are secured in  
the open position. The main stop valve is strapped and padlocked and all other 
valves are chained and padlocked.

• control assemblies are located in a locked room, or enclosed in a locked  
cabinet or cage.

• where required, systems incorporate an automatic installation jacking  
pump or retard chamber, whichever is appropriate. AS1851-2005 further  
states that weekly testing of compression ignition engine driven pump sets  
may be omitted in favour of monthly testing, where:

• they comply with AS2941-2002 and the engine starting batteries are  
replaced every two years, irrespective of condition, or

• they do not comply with AS2941-2002, but are equipped with dual batteries,  
low voltage monitoring facilities and the engine starting batteries are replaced  
every two years, irrespective of condition.

 Please note that AS1851 is currently under review and in particular the above provisions.

If these changes are required a building permit will need to be issued by the 
Municipal Building Surveyor (MBS) or a Private Building Surveyor. A system has  
been established at the City of Melbourne whereby the processing of this building  
permit by the MBS will automatically lead to a variation of your occupancy permit  
(a Certificate of Final Inspection can be issued as an alternative).

Where a private building surveyor (PBS) is chosen to issue a building permit then the 
PBS must take into consideration all aspects of the existing building prior to issuing 
the building permit and finally the maintenance determination. A separate application 
would have to be made to the MBS to change the occupancy permit.

To aid owners, cost for variation of occupancy permit undertaken by the  
Municipal Building Surveyor will be charged on a recovery basis.

Would you like further information?
For further information about varying your occupancy permit for monthly  
fire testing, contact council’s building control group on 9658 9658.
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